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It Finally Feels Like FALL!It Finally Feels Like FALL!

Fall is my favorite season. The weather finally starts to cool
off, I love the colors of the pumpkins and flowers, wearing
sweatshirts and college football (Gig 'Em Aggies!) It doesn't
get any better to me...

Let's Talk About ContractsLet's Talk About Contracts

Most of my manufacturing partners have at least one
contract to help make buying easier for your client. GSA,
NCPA, VHA IDIQ, TIPS and more. I love to nerd-out having
conversations about how we can leverage a small-
business designation or another differentiator. Reach out
and let's discuss!

Look at that StorageLook at that Storage

Do you know Office Specialty? I am the local rep for
them and very excited to share the possibilities with
you. www.officespecialty.com

Maximize your real estate with case heights and
options that fit. We offer our cases in 1.5” height
increments so you get the exact amount of storage you
need without any wasted space.

All lateral interiors are modular and interchangeable so
that cabinets can be retrofitted with new accessories
and interiors as required, ensuring long-term value and
return on investment.

http://www.officespecialty.com


YUM! Pumpkin Pie CupcakesYUM! Pumpkin Pie Cupcakes

Ree Drummond, the Pioneer Woman, is one of my favorite
cooks. She seems like a regular person, just making lunch
for her cowboy husband, right? I am going to try to make
these cupcakes soon, and thought I would share with you
in case you are looking for a Fall dessert to take to an
event. See Recipe Here

It is Show Time!It is Show Time!

Via Seating will be at Healthcare Design show
Oct 8-11. They will be showing new products as
well as some outdoor pieces. Come by and see
us at the Henry B Gonzalez Convention Center
in San Antonio.

Sentinel table from WorkriteSentinel table from Workrite

Sentinel sit stand tables are smart, durable, ergonomic,
and flexible, but they're also designed to add style to any
workspace.

If you need a stylish height adjustable table that is
affordable and ships quick give me a call!

Book Study - Atomic HabitsBook Study - Atomic Habits

I am honored to work with a group of high school Seniors
each year. We are studying one of my favorite books,
Atomic Habits by James Clear.

One of the concepts is 1% better each day. What can you
do today to be 1% better?

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/pumpkin-pie-cupcakes-3363859


Pelican from OE PowerPelican from OE Power

Isn't it cute? The Pelican is a durable, efficient way to
distribute power and it is future-proof. This means that you
can change out the power ports as technology evolves. OE
Electrics is new to this market, and I would love to show it
to you! They offer the best quality in power solutions for on
surface, in surface, or mobile power.

Do you need CEUs?Do you need CEUs?


Several of my manufacturers have CEUs available. Here is
information about two from Clarus. These can be done live
on on Zoom.

Also, make sure you follow IIDA San Antonio City Center on
social media. We offer a CEU each month, and lunch is
provided. Join us soon!

Let's ConnectLet's Connect
Reach out and let's set up a time for coffee, lunch or a Lunch & Learn.

KB & CO.
210.861.2801

kristen@kbandcotx.com
www.kbandcotx.com

Connect with KB & CO. on social media:
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